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Compiled Thurs. 18 May 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 
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“US Will Run Out of Cash by June 2023; All Chaos Will Ensue.” 

…Janet Yellen, US Secretary of Treasury  

 

If not Us, Who? 

If not Now, When? 

Trust the Plan 

…Q 

 

A World-Wide Call For Fast and Prayer  

Pray for a restoration of Freedom for People of the World. Pray for the brave Military Forces 

making mass arrests of Global and Political Elites who have kept The People enslaved and 

please do special prayers for the rescue of Ritually Abused Children and Adult Survivors who 

Satan worshippers have used as fodder for Pedophilia, Child Sacrifice and Cannibalism rites in 

honor of Satan. 

 

Prepare For Emergency Broadcast System World-wide Activation 

The EBS will involve Two to Ten Days of Communication Darkness Worldwide where Phones, 

Internet, Credit/Debit Cards and ATMs will not work, while three eight-hour documentaries a 

day will be broadcast on TV and Radio 24/7 across the Globe.  

It’s only wise to have at least a month’s supply of food, water, cash and essential items on hand. 

 

“This is My Father‟s World” 

Sissel Kyrkjebø - You Raise Me Up - YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Efu83qvOeA


(03/12/23) | Music & the Spoken Word - YouTube 

Compassionate People Give Hope to a World in Turmoil 

Judy Note: 

 Tues. 16 May Suicide Weekend: "Q: Suicide Weekend! Pain. Durham FISA Brings 

Down the House!' 

 Since 2016 US Attorney General for Utah John Huber and his 740 investigators have 

filed over 500,000 indictments in federal courts and held State Grand Juries across the 

nation. That evidence resulted in charges of Treason, Human and Child Trafficking, 

murder, assassinations, drug smuggling and RICO money laundering against political and 

global elites.  

 Since Feb. 2020 a US Interim Military Government has been executing arrests of those 

prominent elites. ―For nearly two years I‘ve watched at least five large, unmarked cruise 

ships, parked two miles off the coast of Long Beach California, in the Pacific Ocean! All 

the while seeing literally 60 to 70 helicopter flights a day, fanning out in three different 

directions... unmarked helicopters... obviously some military and some civilian. This has 

happened every day, including Sundays, nonstop for nearly two years!‖ …Anonymous 

 Since 20 Jan. 2021 the US Military Special Forces have been holding nightly Tribunals 

on Capitol Hill using that evidence – evidence that was handed over to Durham and 

included in a report. 

 Soon the full Durham Report would be released, followed by another round of around 

3,000 arrests of those found guilty of crimes including Treason during the years of 

investigation since Trump took office. 

 On Tues. 23 May 2023 a Supreme Court decision on the Brunson Case would be 

announced (which could dissolve the Biden Administration and all of Congress for not 

investigating 50 allegations of fraud in the 2020 Election).  

 On Wed. 24 May 2023 the Supreme Court decision would be acknowledged, and if that 

decision was in Brunson‘s favor, Trump would take his rightful position as the US 

President on Thurs. 25 May. 

 USA to run out of cash by Thurs. 1 June 2023 - prepare and get ready. The storm is 

almost here. Janet Yellen, Secretary of the Treasury, says all chaos with ensue. 

 Biden Crime Family Child Trafficking: The Biden crime syndicate is one of the most 

evil secret societies in world history, guilty of child trafficking and high treason against 

America, FBI And DOJ whistleblowers allege. 

 "911 Truth Architect Richard Gage Unloads Irrefutable Evidence Of Building 7 

Controlled Demolition! - Mike Adams" 

 “The Obama CIA, DOJ, FBI, DNI, State Dept. and Clinton Campaign conspired 

with foreign spies and an entire Left-wing media apparatus to KNOWINGLY push a 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFAk3S055p8
https://bit.ly/42Ij0XQ
https://bit.ly/42Ij0XQ
https://www.naturalnews.com/2023-05-14-biden-crime-syndicate-most-evil-world-history.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2023-05-14-biden-crime-syndicate-most-evil-world-history.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2023-05-14-biden-crime-syndicate-most-evil-world-history.html
https://bit.ly/3IjSI6m
https://bit.ly/3IjSI6m


massive lie to obstruct Trump‘s Presidency, and then attempted to use it to overthrow 

him. This was the coup d‘état.‖ …JFK Jr. Private on Telegram 

 Ukraine War Failure Sends Shockwaves Through Deep State! In a stunning turn of 

events, the carefully crafted plan of the CIA and their cohorts to wage war in Ukraine and 

overthrow Putin's regime is crumbling before their very eyes. Military assessments and 

war strategists now acknowledge the imminent defeat in Ukraine, leaving the Deep State 

in a state of panic and desperation. …White Hat Intel on Telegram 

 Trust the Plan – NESARA/GESARA: RV, QFS & NESARA/GESARA The End of 

Global Poverty ~ Trust the Plan! - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

A. Timeline: (JFK Jr. on Telegram) 

 Wed. 29 March the Iraqi Dinar revalued in-country and began trading as a gold/asset-

backed currency. 

 On Mon. 8 May both China and Zimbabwe ushered in the Global Currency Reset by 

announcing their gold/asset-backed currencies. 

 Wed. 10 May: The Zimbabwe Gold Coin went International. 

 On Tues. 16 May afternoon around 5 pm EST the US Treasury released the Global 

Currency Reset codes to Wells Fargo. The alga rhythms were also released. 

 Soon the full Durham Report would be released, followed by around 3,000 arrests of 

those found guilty of crimes including Treason during the years of investigation since 

Trump took office in 2021. 

 Sat. 20 May Back Wall for the Global Currency Reset Tier 4 notification. …JFK Jr. 

Telegram 

 On Sun. 21 May at 6 pm EST Livestream on @CBKNews121 Telegram with JFK Jr., 

Elvis, Carolyn Bessette Kennedy, Michael Jackson, Lady Diana, Steve Jobs, with 

detailed info. on all coming events.  

 On Tues. 23 May a Supreme Court decision on the Brunson Case would be announced 

(which could dissolve the Biden Administration and all of Congress for not investigating 

50 allegations of fraud in the 2020 Election). 

 Also on Tues. May 23 JFK Jr. had an interview scheduled on One America News 

Network (OANN), also known as One America News (OAN). 

 On Wed. 24 May the Supreme Court decision on the Brunson Case would be 

acknowledged, and if that decision was in Brunson‘s favor, Trump would take his 

rightful position as the US President the next day on Thurs. 25 May. 

 Thurs. 1 June the US USA would run out of cash according to Janet Yellen, Secretary 

of the Treasury. 

 Yellen also said that all chaos would ensue including a Stock Market crash – that likely 

would never recover according to the White Hats, who were taking down all corporations 

involved in Child Sex Trafficking. 

https://amg-news.com/rv-qfs-nesara-gesara-the-end-of-global-poverty-trust-the-plan/
https://amg-news.com/rv-qfs-nesara-gesara-the-end-of-global-poverty-trust-the-plan/


 Access to Med Beds for the General Public was coming in June 2023. 

 Tues. 13 June Q‟s Timeline: (30 days from Mother‘s Day) to MOAB attack the king 

and queen. https://m.beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/qs-timeline-revealed-t-

minus-30-days-mothers-day-m-o-a-b-when-do-you-attack-the-king-queen-3792598.html 

 Thurs. 16 June was the Back Wall for GESARA to be announced and implemented, 

with full collapse of IRS and all tax orgs. 

 Sun. 18 June was a Back Wall for EBS Disclosure implementation.  

 Sun. 23 July was set to be the Inauguration of Pres. Donald J. Trump and his VP, JFK Jr, 

a celebration where all in the World Protection Program coming out. 

 Tues. 25 July was set to be Queen Diana‘s Coronation. 

 Access to Med Beds for the General Public was coming in June 2023. 

B. Global Currency Reset: 

 “I received a phone call telling me that the launch codes for Wells Fargo have been 

released. It only a matter of time for notifications.‖ …Anonymous Tues. 16 May 

 “I just received another audio from another leader from Tier 1 and the owner has 

received the codes to activate the liquidity. Leaders are flying from all over the world 

to receive their blessing and once that happens they will start distributing the funds to 

their members. This is really historical as this is the commencement of the RV.‖ 

…Wolverine Wed. 17 May at 6:43 am 

 “On Tues. 16 May afternoon around 5 pm EST the US Treasury released the 

revaluation of currency codes to Wells Fargo. The alga rhythms were also released.‖ 

…Bruce Tues. 16 May 

 “Iraq is supposed to approve the budget by Saturday. My contacts over there expect 

things to happen on Saturday.‖ …MarkZ Wed. evening 17 May 

 Wed. 17 2023 X22 Report: https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/05/17/x22-report-us-

admin-panic-central-banks-begin-the-control-of-other-currencies/ 

 RV/GCR: 9 Nations, US, Canada, Europe, Japan, Israel, UK, Taiwan, Australia and New 

Zealand are Insolvent and Cannot Continue Without the RV/GCR 

 So far there were 2,315 US banks, (nearly half of the 4,800 US banks), that were 

insolvent as they have burned through their capital buffers. 

 GCR Financial News: https://rumble.com/v2nxwve-alert-explosive-rv-gcr-financial-

news-update-featuring-patriot-rod-steel-mo.html Russia, Zimbabwe and China have gone 

gold-backed, 80% of countries plus Texas were trying to join BRICS. US Dollar not 

accepted in Iraq. Lower denoms of Iraqi Dinar were in their ATMs, but not active. There 

was two resets going on: The gold/asset-backed Global Currency Reset and the Cabal‘s 

fiat currency Great Reset that 23 states so far have rejected and where Wallets could be 

hacked. 

 Are the banks planning to do away with cash and go digital? This is from Nigeria, you 

decide... 

https://m.beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/qs-timeline-revealed-t-minus-30-days-mothers-day-m-o-a-b-when-do-you-attack-the-king-queen-3792598.html
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C. Restored Republic: 

 Mon. 10 May 2021: Biden, Harris, Milley Charged With Treason, Tribunals at White 

House, Mass Arrests, Martial Law | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

Since 20 Jan. 2021 a US Military operation has been hiding nightly Tribunals that were 

taking place on Capitol Hill and in the White House. Secret Service operatives, military 

personnel, ambulances and an eight foot high barbed wire fence surrounded Capitol Hill 

since Biden‘s inauguration in Jan. 2021. Since Feb. 2020 military Special Operation 

forces under a US Interim Military Government have been executing arrests of prominent 

active and retired politicians, according to another inside source. Since 2016 US Attorney 

General for Utah John Huber and his 740 investigators have filed over 500,000 

indictments in federal courts and held State Grand Juries across the nation. Charges 

included Treason, Human and Child Trafficking, murder, assassinations, drug smuggling 

and RICO money laundering. 

 On Tues. 23 May a decision on the Brunson Case would be made and acknowledged on 

Wed. 24 May, with Trump taking his rightful position as the US President on Thurs. 25 

May. …Bruce Tues. 16 May 

 The Brunson Case alleged that 385 members of Congress, plus Biden, Harris and 

Pence, committed Treason by violating their oath of office to protect the Constitution by 

not investigating 50 formally presented allegations of fraud in the 2020 Election. If 

SCOTUS ruled that Congress did not investigate the 50 allegations of fraud before 

certifying the 2020 Election (which they did not) and therefore violated their Oath of 

Office, then the Biden Administration and all of Congress could be automatically 

suspended. Brunson Brothers Music – Petition The Supreme Court…    

www.enoughisenough.me http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/breaking-new-brunson-

brothers-docketed-at-supreme-court-the-sequel-loys-case-vs-388/ 

 Patriots have been asked to send letters to the Supreme Court Justices. Raland Brunson 

reports that the letters to his Judge Jared C. Bennett at the United States District Court in 

Salt Lake City have now surpassed 4,000 letters asking the judge to hear the case against 

the three most liberal Supreme Court Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Elena Kagan, Katenji 

Jackson Brown. ―We encourage everyone who supports our efforts to go to 

loybrunson.com to easily send a letter to the Supreme Court. You can also find more 

information about the case at 7discoveries.com and to order a copy of the petit ion!‖ 

https://www.tiktok.com/t/ZTRKYB9XB www.enoughisenough.me  Brunson Brothers 

Music – Petition The Supreme Court…  

 NEED MIRACLES?  Raland Brunson of the Brunson Brothers Supreme Court Cases is 

now shipping out copies of ―MIRACLES: In God We Trust‖ and ―A More Perfect 

Union‖ manufactured by Raland's duplications company RosePedalRecords.com. To 

support the cause you can order your copies of these important Liberty Education DVDs 

for a donation of only $25 - which includes FREE shipping and TWO FREE pocket 

Constitutions. Donate here: www.MiraclesInGodWeTrust.com/contact/  

https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2021/05/biden-harris-milley-charged-with-treason-tribunals-at-white-house-mass-arrests-martial-law-3233589.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2021/05/biden-harris-milley-charged-with-treason-tribunals-at-white-house-mass-arrests-martial-law-3233589.html
https://brunsonbrothers.com/
http://www.enoughisenough.me/
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http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/breaking-new-brunson-brothers-docketed-at-supreme-court-the-sequel-loys-case-vs-388/
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 Super Patriot Liberty Library – perfect for Home School Education, or as a legacy gift 

to children and grandchildren. Educate to Save America. The package is full of valuable 

materials including free garden seeds: www.MiraclesInGodWeTrust.com/Super-Patriot-

Liberty-Library- Only-450 

 Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS: ** Writ of Quo Warranto ** – to Supreme, 10th 

Circuit, US District SLC, Utah 4th Dist Courts – from Paul Kenneth Cromar – 2021 06 

08 – FINAL to all courts -SIGNED & Sealed 

D. EBS, or Emergency Broadcast System Update: EBS Update! Get Ready For What Is 

Coming… Now! - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 EBS stands for Emergency Broadcast System. This is where the White Hats, and the 

military, are pulling together to reveal to the world, what the evil tyrants are doing. How 

they are harming and totally destroying life as we know it. 

 This system bypasses the ‗fake news‘ and gets the message out to all citizens of the 

earth. 

 Chaos and Riots will occur because a lot of special ops will be carried out during this 

time. The final arrests will take place, but the dark side of-course, will do all in their 

power to prevent that from happening. They are/will organize riots in large numbers. 

 Confirmed: Army in training to implement emergency broadcast system 

 One possible trigger for the EBS would be mandatory Vaccination all over the 

world with blockades.  

 Only a select few know the moment of the exact and precise time of the Event. For 

safety and other obvious reasons, it must be properly protected. EBS to air the 8 hour 

video again. It will be replayed 3 times a day for 10 days of Communication Darkness. 

 During those 10 days of communication darkness, the following will happen:  

 We will receive 7 “Trumpets” aka EBS text messages to our phones warning us to turn 

on the TV at this time.  

 Our phones will only work for 911 (emergency calls). 

 The Telegram Channels will be available which are military encrypted.  

 When we get through this… very soon I believe… we will be receiving a new Quantum 

phone.  

 Our TV‟s will only show three movies with explanations on a continuous loop for 10 

days. It will cover topics of arrests, tribunals, corruption, fraud, pedophilia, etc. 

 No Internet. Our internet will not be working during that time. 

 Documents, business, photos, etc. – everything that‘s precious to you must be saved 

outside of your computer. 

 No ATM‟s; No Banks: Our ATM machines will not be working. During this time, you 

will not be able to go to the bank to use the ATM. In fact, all the banks will be closed 

anyway. 
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 They are telling us not to be too concerned about your bank accounts. The Quantum 

Financial System has a mirror image copy of all your transactions, so even if for some 

reason the bank doesn‘t get to re-open, your money will be safe. 

 After 10 days of communication darkness, we will connect to the new quantum 

internet. 

 Not only will there be no Internet for the period…but we will be going over onto a 

completely different system when it „comes back‟. This will be the Quantum Internet 

System. Apple and Windows etc. will be no more. In fact, they are saying they are going 

to ‗burn out‘ the insides of our computers. The systems have been used for evil purposes 

and must be done away with. 

 We will also all receive a new Quantum Computer 

 We were promised a new Star-link Internet system by the end of the month. 

 People are being urged to stock up on food and water for at least three weeks. 

 Being extra prepared is not a bad idea, when our food crops have been and are being 

destroyed. What about all the food processing plants that are being destroyed because 

they were doing unimaginable things to our food? 

 It might take awhile for everything to come back up to full speed again. 

 As we speak, the teams coordinating this important historic event are renovating E.B.S 

to ensure greatest safety for all involved, so please be patient as things are finalized. They 

want to make sure there are no interferences of any kind at all. The plan makers don‘t 

want anyone to panic because it‘s simply putting out the truth. 

 After EBS and 8 hours of 24/7 movies, things will change. Life support, bound to old 

and evil systems, will be withdrawn. Humanity and planet Earth are simultaneously 

transitioning into a quantum reality awareness system (Peace and Prosperity). End the 

slavery of financial and human consciousness.  

 ‗Old systems of government, education, finance, healthcare, trade and commerce etc., 

will be dismantled and replaced. 

 . The World Financial Collapse and EBS: Charlie Ward: Urgent Intel - Are You 

Ready? (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com  

https://m.beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/05/new-ebs-nesara-protocols-unleashed-

dave-xrplion-may-2023-2541506.html  (46 min. begins the EBS, Exchange protocol) 

 Banks across the world have already failed and we don‘t know when everything will go 

down. 

 There will be a time period of no Internet, no phone, no ATMs and no stores for food 

until the new Quantum Financial System takes effect.  

 Everything has been mirrored from the old financial system to the new Quantum 

Financial System.  

 Be prepared for up to 30 days until the new Quantum Financial System takes over.  

 Have up to three weeks of food, water, cash, essential items on hand. Military Forces 

Worldwide will have food and essential items available for those in need of it. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/charlie-ward-urgent-intel-are-you-ready-video-3792935.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/charlie-ward-urgent-intel-are-you-ready-video-3792935.html
https://m.beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/05/new-ebs-nesara-protocols-unleashed-dave-xrplion-may-2023-2541506.html
https://m.beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/05/new-ebs-nesara-protocols-unleashed-dave-xrplion-may-2023-2541506.html


 EBS will go into all cell phones, TV, Radio and Computers worldwide. 

 You will have 3 to 6 hours to get home, or to a place to stay for 3-10 days.  

 Stay in your place of residence. The Militaries Worldwide will be making mass arrests 

on over 3,000 criminal people who have been indicted. If you go outside you may be 

arrested. 

 All cell phones will go dead, new Q Phones will be given to everyone.. 

 Your bank account has been mirrored onto the new Quantum Financial System. 

You and only you will have access to your bank account by your Q Phone using your 

DNA as a password.  

E. Wed. 17 May Anonymous Source:  

 In November 2018 the NSA & MIL Intel took control over the CIA and it's partnered 

intelligence agencies CIA, Mossad and Five Eyes. For Australians, ASIO is a part of Five 

Eyes. 

 With the EBS the world militaries will take over and every leader in the world 

President, Prime Minister, King or Queen must STAND DOWN. This includes President 

Trump. (Don't worry he will be back).  

 Once Trump makes it official (his big decision coming), then we have elections within 

120 days.  

 It is then when we elect governments 10% the size of what we have now. We will 

never have Democrat vs Republican or Liberal vs Labour again.  

 Under GESARA we get scrubbed back to original constitutions and sitting leaders will 

be in power for as long as they want, til death, or they do wrong. If they do wrong by the 

people they get removed by Military. 

 Now draw a line from the Vatican to the Rothschilds Banking System (Central Banks 

& Federal Reserve). The Rothschilds own the Vatican and it's bank. 

 We have a massive Operation in Europe called Operation Defender Europe that 

started on March 17 2020. This is taking control of the Vatican, it's Mafias and seizing all 

of the Rothschilds Central Banks.  

 There were some Central Banks ie Riksbank in Sweden, Europe Central Bank and 

Deutsche Bank, which had casualties of Coronavirus. 

 Draw a line from Intel Agencies to the Royal Family and write March 2019. The Royal 

Family are the owners of all of these Intelligence agencies. They own the CIA. They own 

all of Five Eyes. They created the Mossad in Israel and they created the Saudi Intel as 

well.  

 The Royal Family are of Germanic origin and created World Wars with the higher ups. 

They stole opium from the Middle East and Asian Wars (Vietnam & Korea) using their 

Intel agencies and supplied the Vatican mafias with Opium to turn it into Heroin and 



supply the world. They organized Terror Attacks & False Flag Attacks. They participate 

in all kinds of Trafficking: Drugs, Children, Guns. 

F. Global Financial Collapse: 

 The World financial system is collapsing, banks across the world have already failed 

and we don‘t know when everything will go down – be prepared for up to 30 days until 

the new Quantum Financial System takes over. There will be a time period of no Internet, 

no phone, no ATMs and no stores for food until the new Quantum Financial System takes 

effect. Bank accounts have been mirrored from the old financial system to the new 

Quantum Financial System. …Dr. Charlie Ward, Head of Global Redemption Committee 

 With Bitcoin already down, Crypto Currency was set to crash as 12 Wallets have 

declared bankruptcy; US, Canada, Europe, UK, Israel, Taiwan, Australia, New Zealand, 

Japan were insolvent and could not continue International Trade without a Global 

Currency Reset. RV/GCR: 9 Nations, US, Canada, Europe, Japan, Israel, UK, Taiwan, 

Australia and New Zealand are Insolvent and Cannot Continue Without the RV/GCR - 

American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 By June 2023 the USA will run out of cash according to Janet Yellen, 

Secretary of the Treasury. Prepare and get ready. The storm is almost here. 

Yellen says all chaos with ensue. 

 A total Banking collapse has already started. A lot of banks around the world are 

insolvent, over 4,800 in America. Remember, the QFS (Quantum Financial System) will 

step in and save the banking industry. We will get away from banks in three to five years. 

The QFS is all that is needed. https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/05/12/rv-gcr-excerpts-

from-earth-alliance-and-patriot-news-for-may-12-2023/ 

G. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 

Out of the Vatican: 

 Bohemian Grove dated back to 1901 – a time after Mark Twain became a Human 

Trafficker and brought beautiful women, young boys and girls to Bohemian Grove to 

entertain the rich and elites who were preparing for World domination. Greta 

Thumburgh‘s uncle was part of Bohemian Grove Elites who invented Climate Change 

Tactics to control civilizations. 

H. Covid/ Ebola/ Swine Flu/ Polio/ Small Pox/ BSE/ Zika/ Sars/ Monkey Pox/ AIDs/ Vax 

Hoax: 

 Dr Judy Mikovits: ―The plan is to inject humanity with the Cancer Virus. They‘ve been 

doing this for the last 40 years‖ 

 Patents show that Pfizer is tracking the vaccinated via 5G technology. 

I. Why Covid? Why Covid Vaccine? 

https://amg-news.com/rv-gcr-9-nations-us-canada-europe-japan-israel-uk-taiwan-australia-and-new-zealand-are-insolvent-and-cannot-continue-without-the-rv-gcr/
https://amg-news.com/rv-gcr-9-nations-us-canada-europe-japan-israel-uk-taiwan-australia-and-new-zealand-are-insolvent-and-cannot-continue-without-the-rv-gcr/
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https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/05/12/rv-gcr-excerpts-from-earth-alliance-and-patriot-news-for-may-12-2023/
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- Where the flu went in 2020? 

- Why the global death count didn't change in 2020? 

- Why Covid didn't wipe out the homeless population? 

- Why billions of healthy people were quarantined for the first time in history? 

- Why the inventor of the PCR test Kary Mullis was silenced and then died in 2019? 

- Why the PCR test amplification "PCR primer genome sequences" were applied for multiple 

times (an extremely wide genome scope) in order to provide a high probability for false positives 

by the WHO's Christian Drosten? 

- Why the highly respected co-creator of mRNA technology Dr Malone was suddenly censored 

for calling c0vid narrative in to question?? 

- Why nobody is outraged by the human rights abuses in Shanghai, simply because not covered 

truthfully in the TV news? Only Ukraine non stop (repetition) 

- Why Covid avoided Africa? 

- Why Covid avoided places that didn't lockdown? 

- Why a piece of fruit and a goat tested positive? 

- Why the majority of positive cases at the beginning of the pandemic were people who hadn't 

left their homes? 

- Why Covid was the first virus in history where the majority of people who supposedly had it 

were "asymptomatic" but could still supposedly spread it? 

- Why lockdowns did NOTHING to slow the spread? 

- Why the vaxxines did NOTHING to slow the spread? 

- Why we've seen a 1,100% spike in myocarditis in children 

- Why football stadiums were filled with maskless people while our children were muzzled in the 

classroom? 

- Why the violent riots of 2020 weren't "super spreader events"? 

- Why the MSM doesn't cover the millions of adverse reactions and tens of thousands of deaths 

reported to VAERS? 



- Why yellow card and VAERS events are referred back to their GP/MD and not to the event 

reporting portals. 

- Why the JCVI suggested to "not vaccinate children", but this was over ruled by Chris Whitty 

who accepted £30 Million+ in bribes from Billionaire oligarchs with Vaxxine Investment 

interests. 

- How government friends and family had pharmaceutical companies already set up to bulk order 

PPE and launder public money through their private companies, making multi millions. As if it 

was pre organized and they managed to win these lucrative contracts, then excess PPE was 

burned at facilities that government officials were co-investors of. 

- How nurses in "over run hospitals" had time to make Tik Tok dance videos at the height of a 

supposed pandemic. 

- How having large crowds clapping on and around a London bridge (including police and 

paramedics etc) was encouraged whilst we are told to keep distance. 

- Why a lawyer was jailed in France on "treason" for assisting the World's Top Corruption and 

Medical Lawyer Reiner Fuellmich (took down Deutsche Bank and Volkswagen on corruption 

charges from a U.S. court fined multiple Billions). Fuellmich's team spotted Vaxxine patterns 

exposing Hot Batches and a psychological model called "The Endorser Effect". So not 

everybody had a negative vaxxine reaction, causing those people to promote the experimental 

vaxxines. 

J. Vaccination: The biggest Medical Fraud in History: 

 “One  of  the  worst  smallpox  epidemics  took  place  in  England  between 1870  

and  1872,  nearly  two  decades  after  compulsory  vaccination  was introduced.  

Leicester,  with  nearly  200,000  inhabitants,  boasted  a  95% vaccination  record  but  it  

suffered  more  deaths  than  less-vaccinated London.  Faced  with  this  obvious  

evidence  of  the  uselessness  of vaccination,  Leicester‘s  citizens  rejected  the  program  

in  favor  of  cleaning up  the  city.  Under  the  leadership  of  James  Briggs,  Town  

Counselor  and Sanitary  Inspector,  clean  streets,  clean  markets  and  dairies,  efficient 

garbage  removal,  sanitary  housing  and  pure  water  supply  replaced vaccination  

scars.  In  1892-3  Leicester  had  19.3  cases  of  smallpox  per 10,000  population;  

similar-sized  Warrington,  with  99.2%  vaccinated,  had 123.3  cases.  

 “In  Japan,  in  1885,  13  years  after  compulsory  vaccination,  a  law  was passed  

requiring  revaccination  every  seven  years.  From 1886-1892, a total of 25,  474,370  

revaccinations  were  recorded.  Yet  during  this  same  period, Japan  had  156,175  

cases  of  smallpox  with  38,979  deaths,  a  case  mortality of  nearly  25%.  Slow  

learners,  the  government  passed  another  act  requiring every  resident  to  be  

vaccinated  and  revaccinated  every  5  years.  Between 1889-1908, the  case  mortality  



was  30%.  Prior to vaccination the case mortality  was  about  10%. ―During  a  ruthless  

campaign  by  the  US  in  the  Philippines  in  1905,  the native  population  were  

forcibly  vaccinated  several  times.  In  1918-1919, with  over  95%  of  the  population  

vaccinated,  the  worst  epidemic  the Philippines  had  ever  known  occurred.   

 In  the  Congressional  Record  of December  21,  1937,  William  Howard  Hay,  MD,  

said,  ‗The  Philippines suffered  the  worst  attack  of  smallpox,  the  worst  epidemic  

three  times  over, that  had  ever  occurred  in  the  history  of  the  islands  and  it  was  

almost  three times  as  fatal.  The  death  rate  ran  as  high  as  60%  in  certain  areas  

where formerly  it  had  been  10-15%.‖ Canada, 1919.  STOP THE SLAUGHTER OF 

INNOCENTS.  

 The anti-vaccination movement in 1919 (20th Century) Toronto, Canada.  In Canada, 

the main group was the Anti-Vaccination League.  The  Anti-Vaccination  Society  of  

America  was  the  main  group  opposing  mandatory (compulsory)  vaccination  in  the  

USA.  The society was founded in 1879. The USA, early 2000s (21st century).  

Outspoken vaccination critics such as Jenny McCarthy, Dr. Andrew Wakefield,  and  

other  doctors  and celebrities  were  blamed  by  the  media  for  starting  the  anti-

vaccination movement.  As noted above, the movement has been around since 1853. 

Drug  companies  are  one  of  the  largest  advertisers  on  TV,  Internet, newspapers,  

and  magazines.   

 According to Robert F.  Kennedy,  Jr.,  the  drug industry  contributes  up  to  70%  of  

advertising  revenue  to  media companies.  In  2017,  the  collective  stock  market  

capitalization  of  the  drug companies  (vaccine  manufacturers)  exceed  $1  trillion.  As  

actor  Jim Carrey  noted,  ―A  trillion  dollars  buys  a  lot  of  expert  opinions.  Will it 

buy you?‖ Mainly  because  of  these  movements,  the  public  became  aware  of  the 

dangers  of  vaccines.  The  lunatic  idea  of  transferring  animal  diseases  to humans  to  

prevent  diseases  didn‘t  work.  Compulsory  vaccination  was  later repealed  in  every  

country  because  vaccines  were  found  to  be  useless  and poisonous.  Several  decades  

later,  the  drug  companies  began  their  mass advertising  and  marketing  campaigns  to  

―educate‖  the  next  generation  on the  benefits  of  vaccination.  Vaccination has been  a  

menace  to  each generation  since  1796." 

K. Election Fraud: 

 In Arizona, the corrupt election officials knew our movement was going to swamp the 

polls on Election Day, so the corrupt election officials sabotaged the machines. 

Republicans have to get smarter about voting. And we must demand Voter ID. 

…President Trump 

L. White Hat Intel: 

 Ukraine War Failure Sends Shockwaves Through Deep State! In a stunning turn of 

events, the carefully crafted plan of the CIA and their cohorts to wage war in Ukraine and 



overthrow Putin's regime is crumbling before their very eyes. Military assessments and 

war strategists now acknowledge the imminent defeat in Ukraine, leaving the Deep State 

in a state of panic and desperation. 

 Startling admissions from top US commanders, including Colonel Macgregor, reveal 

the true nature of the Ukraine conflict—a proxy war orchestrated by the CIA. For a 

decade, they meticulously trained the Ukrainian military, grooming them for an 

audacious attack on Moscow. The coup in Ukraine back in 2014 was just the beginning, 

as the CIA continued to bolster and guide the Ukrainian forces towards their ultimate 

objective—taking control of Putin's Russia. The lust for Russia's vast resources, including 

its significant lithium reserves, has driven the Deep State's insidious agenda for far too 

long. 

 The failure of the Ukraine War looms large on the horizon, sending shockwaves 

through the corridors of power inhabited by Obama, Biden, and the Rockefeller 

regime. Faced with this dire setback, they hastily pivot towards their next diabolical 

plan—instigating a catastrophic war in Africa, pitting the US against Russia. 

 Yet, behind the scenes, the White Hats have always been one step ahead. They 

foresaw these nefarious moves by the CIA and the US military and have meticulously 

devised countermeasures to expose their sinister operations. The forthcoming events in 

Africa will unfold at a breakneck pace, leaving the Ukraine War debacle in the dust. This 

clash between the US and Russian military forces will coincide with the exposure of the 

CIA's machinations by Trump, Musk, JFK Jr., and Congress within the United States. 

 It has long been understood that to bring an end to the incessant wars ravaging 

Africa, the very operations controlled by the CIA must be dismantled. The only way 

to halt the continuous manipulation and civil strife in African nations, orchestrated by the 

CIA, UN, Rothschilds, and Rockefellers, is to create a war that will expose their deep 

state agenda once and for all. 

 The corrupt practices plaguing African countries are intricately linked to the CIA's 

operations, perpetuating poverty, corruption, and stolen wealth. But now, the final war to 

end all wars is rapidly approaching, and Africa is set to play a pivotal role. I've been 

providing you with fragments of this impending conflict in smaller articles, meticulously 

outlining military assessments and movements over the past two years. The time has 

come, as the United States, Africa, and Russia brace themselves for the impending storm. 

 This is the culmination of the grand plan—the exposure of the CIA and UN's grip on 

nations. Trust in the plan, for the fate of the world hangs in the balance. 

 Prepare yourselves, for the intricate web connecting us all is about to unravel. 

M. Must Watch Videos: 

 Tues. 16 May Situation Update: Situation Update: Durham Report Released! Russian 

Collusion Lie! Trump Exonerated! Obama/Biden/HRC Treason! EBS! DC Blackhawk 

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/situation-update-durham-report-released-russian-collusion-lie-trump-exonerated-obamabidenhrc-treason-ebs-dc-blackhawk-helecopters-timeline-of-events-wtpn-3662982.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/situation-update-durham-report-released-russian-collusion-lie-trump-exonerated-obamabidenhrc-treason-ebs-dc-blackhawk-helecopters-timeline-of-events-wtpn-3662982.html


Helicopters! Timeline Of Events! - WTPN | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 17 May Biden‟s Removal: Biden‘s Removal Here's How It Will Happen (Video) | 

Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 16 May Urgent Intel, Charlie Ward: Charlie Ward: Urgent Intel - Are You 

Ready? (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 16 May X22 Report: X22 Report: Staged A Coup! Treason! FBI/DOJ Cleaning! 

The 40,000-Foot View Reveals The Path! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 16 May Huge Intel, Juan O Savin: Juan O' Savin: Huge Intel May 16: Something 

Unexpected Is Happening! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 15 May EBS & NESARA Protocols: New EBS & NESARA Protocols 

Unleashed! Dave XRPLion May 2023 | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 15 May World Holocaust of Billions by Graphene Oxide and 5G Poisoning: 

Breaking! The Worldwide Holocaust of Billions Caused by Graphene Oxide & 5G 

Poisoning! | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

N. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

O. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/situation-update-durham-report-released-russian-collusion-lie-trump-exonerated-obamabidenhrc-treason-ebs-dc-blackhawk-helecopters-timeline-of-events-wtpn-3662982.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/situation-update-durham-report-released-russian-collusion-lie-trump-exonerated-obamabidenhrc-treason-ebs-dc-blackhawk-helecopters-timeline-of-events-wtpn-3662982.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/bidens-removal-heres-how-it-will-happen-video-3792982.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/bidens-removal-heres-how-it-will-happen-video-3792982.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/charlie-ward-urgent-intel-are-you-ready-video-3792935.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/charlie-ward-urgent-intel-are-you-ready-video-3792935.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/x22-report-staged-a-coup-treason-fbidoj-cleaning-the-40000-foot-view-reveals-the-path-must-video-3662974.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/x22-report-staged-a-coup-treason-fbidoj-cleaning-the-40000-foot-view-reveals-the-path-must-video-3662974.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/05/x22-report-staged-a-coup-treason-fbidoj-cleaning-the-40000-foot-view-reveals-the-path-must-video-3662974.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/juan-o-savin-huge-intel-may-16-something-unexpected-is-happening-video-3792931.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/juan-o-savin-huge-intel-may-16-something-unexpected-is-happening-video-3792931.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/05/new-ebs-nesara-protocols-unleashed-dave-xrplion-may-2023-2541506.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/05/new-ebs-nesara-protocols-unleashed-dave-xrplion-may-2023-2541506.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/breaking-the-worldwide-holocaust-of-billions-caused-by-graphene-oxide-5g-poisoning-3792908.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/05/breaking-the-worldwide-holocaust-of-billions-caused-by-graphene-oxide-5g-poisoning-3792908.html
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Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

P. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

Q. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of May 17, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official Restored 

Republic via a GCR: Update as of Wed. 17 May: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=222717 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Tues. 16 May 2023: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=222649 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of May 16, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of May 15, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  Restored 

Republic via a GCR: Update as of Mon. 15 May 2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=222617 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of May 13, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  Restored 

Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sat. 13 May 2023: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=222492 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of May 12, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  Restored 

Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 12 May 2023: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=222442 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of May 11, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=222427 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Wed. 10 May 2023: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=222374 
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